ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

48
The capability to generate complex interlimb coordination during locomotion is one of the most 49 impressive features of the central nervous system. Interlimb coordination, particularly the 50 maintenance of reciprocal, anti-phase motions of the limbs, is critical for stable human (bipedal) 51 phase shifts while bi-articular muscles would show substantial phase shifts as a result of the 130 manipulation of relative angular crank position. 131
METHODS
132
Twenty neurologically intact subjects [13 men, 7 women; age 53±7 (SD) years] who 133 were naive to the experimental goals signed consent forms prior to participation in the study. 134
Data were collected from both the dominant and non dominant lower limb of each participant; 135 the dominant lower limb was determined for each subject by asking which lower limb he/she 136 would use to kick a ball. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at 137
Northwestern University. 138
A custom-made, split-crank, bicycle ergometer with instrumented pedals, consisting of a 139 seat with a backrest, and a motor driven crank was used for this study (Rogers et al. 2004) . 140
Participants were secured to the backrest with nylon straps, and shoulder supports were used to 141 further stabilize the trunk, confining movement to the legs during all tasks. Clipless style pedals 142 with straps allowed the subjects to maintain a rigid connection between the feet and pedal 143 during experiments. The entire ergometer was attached to a hydraulic tilt mechanism which was 144 used to position the backboard at 25° from horizontal to assure seating comfort during all 145 experimental conditions. The ergometer had a split-axle design, with a detachable coupling 146 mechanism. The between-axle phase alignment was adjustable, allowing the limbs to be 147 coupled in 15-degree off-sets from fully anti-phased (standard pedaling) to in-phase 148 relationships while motor driven control was maintained. 149
Three optical encoders (BEI Model EX116-1024-2), one at each pedal spindle and one 150 coupled to the right crank, provided measurements of the crank and pedal angles with an 151 accuracy of ± 0.3º. Pedaling velocity was controlled by an electric motor (8:1 gear reducer, 10 152 HP with flux vector drive; model SV3000, Seco Electronics, Lancaster, SC) and was kept 153 constant (40 revolutions/min) for all subjects and conditions. This velocity was chosen because 154 a previous study in our lab had shown that, for an imposed velocity of 40 rpm, the motor can 155 accurately regulate actual crank speed despite large applied forces [40.5 ± 0.8 rpm] (Rogers et 156
al. 2004). 157
By controlling crank velocity, the motor provided mechanical isolation of the two limbs 158 even during the bilateral pedaling task such that neither leg influenced the motion of the cranks. 159
This critical feature of the apparatus allowed us to mechanically decouple legs in each pedaling 160 task. Consequently, each leg separately went through the same cycle kinematic trajectory 161 across all conditions (a fundamental characteristic of our experimental design) regardless of 162 effort level or force output and the only thing that was experimentally manipulated was the 163 relative angular position of the legs. In addition, since the motor-driven crank design does not 164 allow us to control workload directly, feedback of pedal forces was used to assure that effort 165 levels were similar between conditions (see below). 166 Bipolar silver surface electrodes (DelSys, 10 mm length, 1 mm width, 1 cm 167 interelectrode distance) were used to record EMGs from eight muscles bilaterally (16 muscles 168 total): vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), biceps femoris long head 169 (BF), semimembranosus (SM), tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), and soleus 170 (Sol). Standard skin preparation was applied prior to the application of bipolar silver surface 171 electrodes. EMG signals were amplified with a gain of 10 at the electrode site before remote 172 differential amplification (common mode rejection ratio: 92 dB, gain range: 100-10,000 times, 173 frequency response: 20-450 Hz) and low-pass filtering (500 Hz, custom-designed filter). The 174 digital optical encoder and force transducer signals were converted to analog with a digital-to-175 analog converter module before sampling. Then all signals were sampled at 1000 Hz via a 12-176 bit analog-to-digital converter (National Instruments) and Labview software. EMG collection was 177 synchronized with the acquisition position data from the transducers and optical encoders of the 178 cycle ergometer.
The subjects were asked to pedal with moderate effort, bilaterally, at twelve randomly 180 assigned trials of pedaling at different relative angular relationships with respect to the right leg 181 (0º (in-phase), 30º, 60º, 90º, 120º, 150º, 180º (typical standard pedaling), 210º, 240º, 270º, 300º 182 and 330º) as shown in Figure 1 . During each task, the cycle ergometer motor rotated the legs in 183 the forward direction at the constant velocity of 40 rpm. Subjects were instructed to assist the 184 motor actively by pedaling the crank in a forward direction with a moderate amount of effort 185 using both legs. Pedal forces were monitored throughout the pedaling cycle, using tri-axial force 186 transducers in each pedal (Delta 660, ATI-IA, Inc., Garner, NC). Bar graphs with real time pedal 187 force were displayed as feedback to ensure that subjects used both legs actively. All sessions 188 began with the standard (nominal 180º) pedaling task. While asking subjects to "pedal with 189 moderate effort", their preferred peak force was determined during the initial standard pedaling 190 task. This force value was used as the preferred effort level. The goal range of force was set at 191 the preferred level ± 10%, indicated by error bars on the computer screen. Then for every 192 pedaling task, the pedal forces were monitored and subjects were given feedback to keep 193 approximately the same peak force output that they had produced with the standard pedaling 194
task. 195
At each angular relationship condition, data were collected for 30 seconds at a rate of 196 1000 Hz to ensure at least 20 complete crank revolutions through mid-down stroke in a steady 197 state. To minimize the possible effects of fatigue, all subjects were provided a minimum of 30 198 seconds rest between trials and were given adequate rest periods if further recovery was 199 
Data processing 205
This study focused on muscle activity phasing, or the relative onset of muscle activation 206 with respect to the crank angle in pedaling at different relative angular relationships between the 207 right leg and left leg. Therefore, we used an EMG processing technique that allowed 208 comparison of muscle phasing that was minimally influenced by EMG amplitude. 209
First, to compare muscle activity at the same point in the pedaling cycle for every crank 210 revolution, we rectified the EMG signals and referenced them to the crank position in 1-degree 211 increments. Data that were sampled within any 1-degree increment were averaged and 212 assigned to the crank position that represented the middle value of the range. Next, we 213 integrated the EMG signals (in volts) throughout every pedaling cycle. For each task, the 214 integrated EMGs were averaged across 20 crank cycles. During this process, left and right legs 215 were analyzed independently. 216
To compare the phasing of EMGs in pedaling at various relative angular positions 217 without regard to EMG amplitude, all EMG profiles were smoothed with a fourth order, zero-lag, 218 low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz. Then, we cross-correlated each full-219 wave smoothed EMG signal from different experimental conditions to the EMG signal of the 220 same muscle (at the same side) in the nominal 180º phase relationship using Matlab (R2007b) 221 software. Cross-correlation between pairs of processed EMG curves was performed as follows. 222
Consider two processed EMG profiles of nominal 180º and of another experimental condition. 223
The complete processed EMG signal of each experimental condition was displaced forward and 224 backward in 1-degree increments through the entire EMG profile of nominal 180º. Correlations 225 were taken and saved at every step. This cross-correlation technique measured the similarity in 226 shape between two curves as a scalar between 0 and 1, analogous to the dot product of two 227 vectors. Two curves with exactly the same shape had a cross-correlation of 1.0. Uniform scaling 228
(changing the amplitude of the curve without changing its shape) did not affect the cross-229 correlation results. Then, the lag at which the highest correlation occurred between EMG profile 230 of nominal 180º and the compared experimental condition was deemed as the phase shift for 231 that specific position. The sign of this phase shift was considered positive or negative relative to 232 EMG profile of nominal 180º. Positive values for the phase shift indicate advanced phasing, 233
while negative values indicate delayed phasing. This gave us a value for the number of degrees 234 of phase change that occurred for that muscle within that angular relation condition relative to 235 the nominal pedaling (180º). 236
The group averages of phasing changes at each relative angular relation were then 237 calculated for each muscle separately. Phase change magnitude versus angular relation were 238 plotted and then fitted with a sine wave by using a program that applied the Levenberg-239
Marquardt algorithm (OriginPro 8 software). So, we were able to compare sine wave 240 parameters (amplitude, phase lag and period) of the fitted sine waves to find the relationships 241 between EMGs' phase shifts versus limb angular differences for different muscles during our 242
manipulations. 243
In this study, the sine wave represents the phase shift of muscle activity from the 244 These values were analyzed with two-tailed paired sample t-tests. We performed this 257 analysis for each of the eight tested muscles and looked for common trends with bi-articular 258 versus uni-articular muscles, flexors versus extensors and dominant limb versus non-dominant 259 limb. We used a p value of less than 0.05 to test for significance. 260 Although with each subject changes were evident across all recorded muscles, as shown for the 269 individual in Figure 3 , the magnitudes of these muscle activity phasing changes were different in 270 some manner for each muscle. As described in the Methods section, the phasing changes at 271 twelve relative angular crank relations were calculated for each muscle separately. For each 272 subject, calculated phase shifts, with one degree resolution, were plotted and fitted with a sine 273 wave function. 274
RESULTS
261
Comparison of Sine Wave Parameters Representing Phase Shifts of Each
To find out the extent to which dominant and non-dominant lower extremities' phasing 275 responses to relative angular phasing manipulations were similar, we compared the parameters 276 of the sine waves fitted to all recorded muscles, averaged across all subjects, of dominant leg to 277 non-dominant leg. All of our participants except one were right dominant. Given that we were 278 interested in comparing the dominant and non-dominant legs phasing changes, we discarded 279 the data from the left dominant subject for this dominant/non-dominant analysis. Then, a two-280 tailed paired sample t-test was used to determine whether there was any difference between the 281 muscles' phasing responses of the dominant and non-dominant leg to the same angular crank 282 relation condition. Between-group comparisons revealed that both lower extremities' (i.e. We also compared phase changes for VM and VL, as two knee uni-articular extensor 296 muscles. By using two-tailed paired sample t-tests, we identified no significant differences 297 (p>0.05) between phase lag, amplitude and period of fitted sine waves to VM and VL muscle. 298 Therefore, we only report results from VM from here onward. 299 Table 1 represents the group sine wave parameters (phase lag, amplitude and period) of 300 each measured muscle from the dominant leg. The adjusted r-squared values in this table  301 indicate the goodness of fits and therefore, confirm that these sine waves were well fitted to the 302 group-averaged data. 303 Figure 4 shows the fitted sine waves to each muscle's phasing responses during our 304 experimental tasks in a representative subject and averaged across all subjects. As shown 305
here, the pattern of changes were similar between a representative subject (gray dashed lines) 306 and group mean values (bold black lines). The fitted sine waves showed phase-advanced 307 activity in relative angular crank relations where the ipsilateral leg was leading contralateral leg 308 movement and phase-delayed activity in experimental relations where the ipsilateral leg was 309 following contralateral leg movement. Also, this figure shows that the phase lag and magnitude 310 of sine waves fitted to each muscle's phasing changes varied between muscles, and 311 consequently the pattern of changes were not the same across all muscles even within a 312 subject. We analyzed these differences by comparing uni-articular with bi-articular muscle 313 groups, as well as between extensor and flexor muscle groups in the following sections. We 314 observed similar results across the group averaged curves (Figure 4 -group curves) . 315
Comparison of Uni-and Bi-articular Muscle Activity Phase Changes 316 Figure 5 shows the comparison of group averaged fitted sine waves for bi-and uni-317 articular extensor muscles crossing knee and ankle joints. In thigh muscles, the amplitude of the 318 fitted sine wave in the bi-articular extensor muscle (RF) was significantly greater than uni-319 articular extensor muscles (VM and VL) (p<0.01). The differences of other sine wave 320 parameters (phase lag and period) were not significant (p>0.05). 321
We also compared the fitted sine wave parameters of shank bi-and uni-articular 322 extensor muscles (Sol versus MG), but we found no significant difference for amplitude, phase 323 lag, or period (p>0.05). This result reveals that phase shifts of these shank muscles were very 324 similar, even though Sol is uni-articular and MG is a bi-articular muscle. 325
Comparison of Extensor and Flexor Muscle Activity Phase Changes
326
We expected to observe a significant difference between extensor and flexor responses 327 to our bilateral angular crank relation manipulation. For purposes of this analysis, we limited our 328 extensor-flexor comparison to the ankle muscles (Sol -extensor; TA -flexor) because we 329 recognize that both of our recorded knee major flexor muscles (BF and SM) and also, one of the 330 knee major extensor muscles, RF, are bi-functional muscles during performance of the pedaling 331
task (Raasch et al. 1997). 332
We used two-tailed paired sample t-tests to compare responses to changes in relative 333 angular crank position, in the form of the derived sine wave parameters, between the two 334 muscles. We observed that the phase lags of the fitted sine waves differed significantly (p<0.05) 335 between Sol and TA ( Figure 6) . Also, the magnitudes of phasing changes (amplitude of sine 336 wave) were significantly greater in TA compared to Sol (p<0.01). There were no significant 337 differences between the period of these muscle's fitted sine wave parameters (p>0.05). 338
DISCUSSION
339
We found that manipulating the angular relation of the cranks in a pedaling task can 340 cause muscle activity phasing changes that are either delayed or advanced, dependent on the 341 relative angular position of the two cranks. Our hypothesis that the muscle phasing in the cycle 342 systematically adapts to varied relative angular relationships in neurologically intact individuals, 343 was therefore supported. In addition, these changes were symmetrical about both legs, and uni-344 and bi-articular muscle phasing changes differed from each other as did phase changes 345 compared between ankle extensor and flexor muscles. 346
Before discussing our results, it is important to re-emphasize that because of the 347 apparatus characteristics and our control of pedaling effort, although we changed the angular 348 relation of the cranks relative to each other, the mechanics of the task remained invariant for 349 each leg across all conditions. Therefore, the default neural control strategy for each limb need 
difference of our novel design with the previous studies of interlimb coordination was that we 366 decoupled both limbs mechanically such that movement of one limb didn't affect the force 367 exerted in another limb -this type of manipulation could not be accomplished during treadmill 368 studies. Thus we were able to make meaningful comparisons between biomechanically 369 equivalent but neurophysiologically different bilateral tasks that needed to generate an adaptive 370 interlimb coordination strategy. 371
Appropriate interlimb coordination requires sensorimotor inputs of the contralateral side 372 to contribute to the correct triggering of the spinal networks of the ipsilateral side at a specific 373 phase to produce appropriate and synchronized muscle activity phasing. By manipulating the 374 relative angular crank relations, we manipulated the relative phasing of sensorimotor inputs of 375 one side relative to another side. In other words, although the ipsilateral side still received 376 consistent sensorimotor state signals from the contralateral side (because the intraleg 377 mechanics of the task was the same across all conditions), the relative phasing of these signals 378 arrived at spinal networks of the ipsilateral side differed from condition to condition. 379
Consequently, each limb adapted the muscle activity phasing to maintain the interlimb 380 coordination strategy needed to perform the desired task at different relative angular crank 381 relations. Our findings are consistent with the previous studies described above because our 382 results clearly showed that changing relative angular positions of limbs has a significant 383 influence on interlimb coordination patterns. We observed that delayed muscle activity in one 384 leg occurred simultaneously with advanced activity of the same muscle (with the same 385 magnitude) in another leg and vice versa. 386
The average of the r-squared values (Table 1) that we found for fitted sine waves was 387 0.86, indicating that the degree of fit of the data to the sine wave model was high. According to 388 this finding, we suggest that the CNS uses a simple sine tuning system for controlling the 389 muscle's phasing to compensate for relative angular changes of limbs. Also, applying the sine 390 wave fitting method helped us to identify the pattern of phasing changes. Analysis of EMG 391 parameters related to amplitude and on/off timing could only provide us limited comparisons 392 between each experimental condition's EMG profile and nominal pedaling (180º). Whereas by 393 using the sine wave model approach, we were able to compare the pattern of these changes 394 through the entire set of relative angular crank manipulations. Indeed, comparing the specific 395 sine wave parameters (i.e. amplitude, phase lag, and period) of the fitted curves not only 396 revealed important differences in how muscles respond to these experimental manipulations but 397 also provided novel information about interlimb pattern generation during a locomotor task in 398 terms of bilateral synchronization rather than in terms of individual muscle control. 399
Consequently, we found that sensitivity of the motor output pattern to interlimb relative angular 400 position may appear in different ways rather than just the timing of the EMG signal; i.e. in 401 amplitude changes of fitted sine waves which show muscles' phasing changes or in period and 402 phase lag changes of the fitted curve that shows relative phasing behavior of the muscle 403 compared to other muscles. Moreover, underlying timing mechanisms of all lower extremity 404 muscles are strongly related as shown by our findings that indicated similar delayed or 405 advanced activity pattern for all muscles, regardless of function, at different relative angular 406
positions. 407
In general, we found that most of the recorded muscles in our experiments showed 408 phase-advanced activity in relative angular crank relations where the ipsilateral leg was leading 409 the contralateral leg movement and phase-delayed activity in experimental relations where the 410 ipsilateral leg was following contralateral leg movement. This pattern was observed for both the 411 dominant and non-dominant lower extremities and sine waves fitted this relationship very 412 strongly with periods of delay and periods of advance. Since the mechanics of the cycling task 413 stayed the same in all conditions, this phenomenon shows to what extent the contralateral leg 414 spatial position is critical to affect ipsilateral muscles' coordination. 415
Uni-versus Bi-articular Muscle Phasing Changes in pedaling task
416
The largest changes in phasing were found in bi-articular muscles like RF, BF and SM. In addition, Smeets suggested that the accuracy of sensory and motor signals is 422 greatest when associated with movements generated by bi-articular muscles (Smeets 1994) . He 423 compared the behavior of two sets of muscles (uni-versus bi-articular) in controlling multi-joint 424 arm movements by modeling the response characteristics of the muscle spindle afferents. He 425 showed that both the sensory and the motor accuracy of the set containing bi-articular muscles 426 were in general better than those of the set containing only uni-articular muscles. So, he stated 427 that one function of bi-articular muscles is to ensure good overall accuracy of the sensory and 428 motor information about the speed and direction of a movement. Indeed, this argument can 429 explain differences in control strategies of different muscles between situations which do not 430 differ biomechanically from each other, like our experimental conditions. Although accuracy 431 considerations put an additional constraint on muscle coordination, it seems to support the 432 larger magnitude of phasing shifts that we have observed with bi-articular muscles during our 433 manipulations. Hypothetically, the greater phasing shifts of bi-articular muscles compared to uni-434 articular muscles in response to the same relative angular positions of limbs demonstrate 435 greater sensitivity of the bi-articular muscles to this sensorimotor input changes. Because of the 436 higher sensitivity, a small change in the phasing relation of limbs can cause a larger timing 437 change in bi-articular muscles relative to uni-articular muscles. 438
In addition, animal studies have shown that during normal locomotion, bi-articular thigh 439 muscles show both complexity and mutability in their activity that is markedly increased 440 that muscle coordination plays in the control of locomotion, appropriate intra-and interlimb 489 muscle activity phasing is critical for effective and efficient locomotion (Rossignol 1993 ). In the 490 following paragraphs, we will discuss some central control theories that are particularly related 491
to the results of our experiment. 492
One of the central neural mechanisms that had been proposed for generating 493 appropriate interlimb timing is coordination due to spinal cord neural network. It has been 494 suggested that CPGs (i.e. the ensemble of spinal cord neural networks that generate the 495 locomotor bursts) can be the main center of muscle pattern formation. According to theories 496 using the coupled oscillator model (Brown 1914), the appropriate performance of the inhibitory 497 connections cause normal agonist-antagonist muscle activation in interlimb and intralimb levels 498 whereas inappropriately phased activation of locomotor control network elements can 499 theoretically provoke abnormal movement coordination. The sinusoidal nature of muscle 500 phasing variations that we observed in our study are consistent with this coupled oscillator 501
theory. 502
The strong correlation that we found between tuning curves of different muscles timing 503 on both sides support the suggestion that there is common rhythm generating circuitry that 504 receives and processes somatosensory signals of all involved muscles in any locomotor task 505 and modulates their timing accordingly. This can be accomplished with the conceptualization of 506 a unique phasing and pattern control center which can receive inputs from different pathways 507 and networks (upper and lower), while the only output that it generates is timing (phasing) of the 508 locomotor behavior (McCrea and Rybak 2008) . Recently, this type of CPG organization model 509 has been proposed in which a two-level CPG has a common rhythm generator that controls the 510 operation of the pattern formation circuitry responsible for motoneuron activation (McCrea and 511
Rybak 2008
). This suggests that even locomotor forms requiring different phasing patterns 512 could be coordinated by a common rhythm generating circuitry, and would therefore be subject 513 to cross-modulation. 514
Even though interlimb coordination is presumably assured through propriospinal 515 pathways, it has been known that supra-spinal structures are playing a crucial role as well 516 who suggested that the subpopulations of motor cortical neurons, active sequentially during the 532 locomotor step cycle, may regulate the activity of small groups of synergistic muscles, likewise 533 active sequentially throughout the step cycle. This group suggested that during locomotor 534 activity, subpopulations of motor cortical neurons may modify the phase of the EMG activity of 535 all muscles contained within a given synergy. However, the relative importance of the different 536 supra-spinal or cortical structures in either interlimb or intralimb coordination during human 537 locomotion requires further study. 538
CONCLUSIONS
539
Evidence from the amplitudes and phase lags of the sinusoidal variations in muscle 540 timing during our manipulations demonstrated that the muscles' advanced or delayed activities 541 corresponded to relative angular position of ipsi-and contra-lateral limbs. Also, bi-articular 542 muscles responded to a greater extent while participants pedaled bilaterally at all experimental 543 tasks. It is therefore concluded that ipsi-and contra-lateral limb relative angular position affects 544 muscle phasing during a dynamic pedaling task. 545
While the novel findings of our study demonstrate the critical importance of bilateral limb 546 phase relationship in modulation of muscles timing and phasing, they do not identify a neural 547 mechanism for these changes. Now that we have found a way to manipulate muscle activation 548 phasing, the next challenging topic to investigate is the underlying neural mechanism that may 549 generate or modulate the muscle phasing during locomotion. 
